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Welcome to 2019 – so much going on. It’s reassuring to still get articles from everyone
out there, pursuing their own particular fascination with aspects of morris history. Who
knows, maybe we’ll never know where it came from…… It was interesting to receive a
reflection on the blacking up debate that raised emotions within one well known molly
team – probably similar debates went on round the country and everyone has found their
own team approach.
It’s good to be able to profile our resident cover designer and
cartoonist – his output definitely raises the quality of the magazine.
I was very pleased to be at the Morris Federation AGM at which John Bacon was presented
with the EFDSS Gold Badge, acknowledging his many contributions to the world of Morris
and folk generally – the aspects that come to mind are his work with schools, with the
Joint Morris Organisations and especially in steering a course through the 2003 licensing
act to ensure that morris (and mumming) activities were exempt from the bill.

Morris Matters is published twice a year (January and July) by Beth Neill,
ably assisted by Jill Griffiths and Steve Poole.
Subscriptions are £6 for two issues (£8 outside EU countries).
Please make cheques payable to Morris Matters
27 Nortoft Road, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 0LA
or set up BACS payments to Santander; account number 29748307; sort code 09 01 51
(remember to add an identifier such as your surname!)
Reviews or other contributions always welcome – to morrismatters@outlook.com
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Morris Matters interviews our favourite illustrator –
Light under a Bushel
MM: I think my first introduction to you came via Simon Pipe who knew of your cartoons
in a local Bampton magazine and he suggested I contact Lynne Pointer of Rogue Morris
who knew you …... Looking back on old copies it seems to have been around 1998 at
Volume 17 [20 years ago] that you started creating Pub Morris cartoons and later with
the Millennium in Volume 19 to producing full cover designs!
MM: What is your earliest memory of Morris dancing?
Light Under a Bushel (hereafter called Andy): Being whacked on the head with a bladder
by one of the clowns - either Terry Rouse or Francis Shergold, both of whom were in one
of the Traditional Morris Dance sides.
MM: Did you grow up in Bampton?
Andy: I was born in Bampton and lived there until I was 25 or 26. It’s such a lovely
place.
MM: Were you linked to any one of the three Bampton teams by family members?
Andy: No.
MM: What was your experience of the Morris at Bampton – did you enjoy seeing visiting
teams in the evening on Whit Monday?
Andy: Originally I wasn’t that interested in Morris dancing. It wasn’t until the early
1990’s when Dad and I went down one Whit Monday evening and by chance saw the
Seven Champions Molly Dancers and that’s when I really started to get into it. There was
something about the Champions which mesmerised me. Their ‘look’ just spoke to me took me back to some old forgotten time more so than Morris did. Whether it was their
dances, their blacked faces or the molly man/woman figure. But I loved that there were
all these
different
characters
within the
side. Two
Mollys! The
King, the
female
singer, the
unusual
choice of
instruments
(taragot,
tuba?), & the
military-style
dancing.
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MM: How did you come to do all
the cartoons of Seven
Champions (the team for whom
Andy did an image for each
member and some lovely
sketches of possible incidents in
the life of the team)?
Andy: That Whit Monday with all
the other interesting sides was a
terrific inspiration. I asked the
Molly (Chris Rose) if he’d be
interested in any caricatures of
his side, and he said ‘Sure, send
them to the molly pretender’.
Shortly afterwards I got a call
from the pretender (David Roe)
and he said, ‘You’ve been hiding
your light under a bushel haven’t
you?’ I thought that sounded so
right that I adopted it for my
‘studio’ name.
MM: Do you still do work with
them?
Andy: No. I haven’t done
anything substantial since they
had their ‘rest’. At the height I
did five A5 cartoon story books,
(one of which was uploaded by
Mike Langg to their then website), three A5 collections of cartoon jokes, a game, lots of
T-Shirts, a couple of stone models of a Champ and molly and a life-size ‘squashed’ molly
- which I think he was using when the traffic got a bit too near whilst they danced?! I
created the books based on their dances; the layout was regimented. None of the
Champs smiled and only the Molly spoke, which gave me a nice challenge.
At one of their wonderful weekend Ale’s they made me their cartoonist laureate which
was so kind of them. I remember watching them do ‘Around Midnight’ - I think that was
the name of the dance, and it was so poignant. They danced this last at dusk and it was
lovely.
I also did some yule cards for Mockbeggar Morris for a time.
MM: You have only taken up dancing recently since moving to Wiltshire – what about
when you lived in other parts of the country – not tempted?
Andy: I’d loved to have been a Champion, but my lifestyle at the time meant I was
unable to commit to it.
MM: What persuaded you to get involved in dancing rather than/as well as capturing the
dancers in pictures?
Andy: That there finally was a side which started up where I lived. I lodge with someone
who was born in Headington Quarry, so when we saw a new local side asking for dancers
we went along. I enjoyed dancing with The Great Bustards of Wiltshire, and they were a
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terrific group of people to be with. A lot of fun, but deep down I still wanted to be in a
side dancing with a ‘pagan’ (if that’s the right word) vibe such as Beltane or Wild Hunt.
MM: Playing for morris or just pub sessions – how much of that?
Andy:The Bustards Squire spent many a night teaching me the basics of playing
melodeon. God... the patience of that man! I still have trouble with the first tune he
taught me - Shepherds’ Hey. So no, I don’t play in sessions. Not yet.
MM: How did you become an artist? What or who inspired the cartoon aspect?
Andy: When I was young I remember I spent a lot of time doodling and drawing.
Copying early Disney characters. At the time I had Buster and Monster Fun comics,
Asterix books, Hanna-Barbera cartoons on TV, Hagar the horrible and I always used to
read on the back of the Sun. So all of those and a few more caught my inspiration to
draw cartoons.
I had intended to work in animation, but didn’t fancy moving away to London when it
came to it. I don’t think Aardman was going then in Bristol which would have been less
of a bustling city than London. I did a cartoon book once about my dad - he was a
milkman. I was nine or ten. He took it in to show his bosses, and they said they wanted
to use it for publicity and also use the character of the milk float in a campaign to
promote Crusha Milkshake. So that cemented my interest in cartoons.
MM: Morris Matters did have some early cartoons by
Peter Lord (long before Aardman animations) in the
1970s1 – who was himself a member of Bristol Morris.
Andy: So I understand.
MM: How much time do you spend creating, for example,
a single Pub Morris cartoon? How many ideas do you
have before focussing on one and filling it out?
Andy: The ideas take the longest to think up. Drawing it
up though probably takes a morning or a day, depending
on the design. The Hohner and the colour kit cover2 took
three days each I think. I think it would be good to have
a pocket-sized book with all the old and new outfits that
the various morris sides wore and still wear. The
costumes and colours are wonderful and need to be
documented.
MM: You mentioned Beltane and Wild Hunt. Any other
sides you particularly enjoy?
Andy: Mat Green’s Bampton Morris, Lizzy Dripping,
Rogue, Bacup Coconutters and Kettlebridge Clog.
MM: And of course – details of your website………
Andy: Thanks to David Roe, it’s
www.lightunderabushel.co.uk

1
2

In most issues between Volume 2 (1979) and Volume 6 (1983)
In issues 30-2 (2011) and 31-2 (2012) respectively
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Two Morris Shows in 2018
While Damien Barber’s Lock In Dance Shows go from strength to strength, this year saw
the appearance of 2 new morris shows - Will Pound’s Through the Seasons: A Year in
Morris and Folk Dance and Ben Moss’s The Year Turns Round Again.

Will Pound – Through the Seasons: A Year in Morris and Folk Dance
Sunday 20th May, Cecil Sharp House (CSH), London and Monday 6th August, Manor
Pavilion, Sidmouth
Will Pound had clearly put a lot of time and effort
into Through the Seasons to produce an
engaging performance with high quality
musicianship, excellent tunes, story-telling and
visuals. As a whole, the show was vibrant and
engaging. Narration by Debs Newbold was
imaginative as ever against a huge visual
backdrop of related animations by David Parker
and excellent music from the band. Will Pound,
Ross Grant and Benji Kirkpatrick treated us to
tunes and songs refreshingly played and sung –
the event illustrated the richness of the morris
and sword traditions in different locations and
performance seasons.
Photo: Elly Lucas

Debs was left to front the show while Will,
having conceived the show, merged in
among the musicians.
At the time I
experienced a slight disappointment in the
non-appearance
of
dancers
having
expected to see at least the key players on
stage in kit as shown in the advertising
poster but the presentation was still very
enjoyable. There was a 12-date tour in May
followed by appearances at festivals during
the summer including Sidmouth Folkweek.
As an adjunct to the show, there is a lovely
short film online showing the band (in kit)
and various dance sides performing
Cotswold, Northwest, Border and Rapper.
Needless to say, Will is both dancing in and
playing for each. A CD, digital download
and related artwork by Alex Merry is
obtainable. A very worthwhile venture and
congratulations to Will and his funders
which included the Arts Council, for making
it all happen.

cover: Alex Merry

Film: http://www.willpound.com/throughtheseasons
CD: https://www.pledgemusic.com/projects/willpoundseasons
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Ben Moss – The Year Turns Round Again
Thursday 9th August, Manor Pavilion, Sidmouth
There was a buzz about The Year Turns Round Again as much of it had been put together
during the week of the festival in Sidmouth and it was very likely to be a tight timeline.
The fact that they pulled it off is a credit to the dedication of the performers and organisers.
On the night a big group of us punters were installed in the queue an hour before the start
to ensure decent seats. Needless to say, not everyone behind us got in!
The show was scheduled for
the second half of the evening
but the first half did not
disappoint.
Starting
with
excellent and entertaining
dance performances from
After Dinner Clog and Whip
the Cat Rapper and Clog, we
were then treated to a duo of
Jackie Oates and John Spiers,
both closely linked to the
morris world, with fine tunes,
songs and an array of
melodeons.
The year turns round again ….photo: Sue Swift
After the interval, The Year
Turns Round Again started.
The theme followed the seasons as did Through the Seasons but was completely different
in respect of being dance based with the added zest of a relationship between William and
Nancy – their meeting, courting and separation due to war. A small group of expressive
contemporary dancers shared the stage with dynamic morris dancers to illustrate the
story. Masks and changes of costume enhanced the scenarios as the stage flowed with
movement seemingly expanding and contracting at will.

Hazel Askew was the musical director and sat at the back of the stage singing and playing
for the whole performance with some traditional offerings and some of her own. All
excellent and well suited to the dancing. Altogether an excellent start and inviting lots of
ideas for the future such as increased physical interaction between the two groups of
dancers and with the musicians.
Comparing the two shows, Will’s was essentially a morris music concert while Ben’s was
more of a morris dance show. Will had almost certainly worked on this project for longer,
had benefitted from funding (Arts Council and others) and had managed to produce a fine
video, a CD, artwork and an extensive tour so establishing the performance as a viable
and repeatable event. Ben’s show was ambitious and minimally funded but with
tremendous potential to develop further and maybe tour in the future. The final word has
to go to CSH/EFDSS and Sidmouth Folkweek for their enthusiastic support of all things to
do with morris dancing and in particular these creative and highly valued performances.
Sue Swift
November 2018
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Girls’ Carnival Morris Dancing
One fascinating talk at Sidmouth 2018 was by Lucy Wright on the subject of girls’ carnival
morris dancing. Malcolm Major and Charlotte Dover, the new morris coordinators, had
been so impressed (as apparently were most of the audience) at the performance at
Dancing England in 2017 by Platt Bridge that
they wanted to bring them to Sidmouth. Alas,
the logistics were too complicated, so as the
next best thing, Lucy Wright came to present
her research into this field. The prevalence of
the carnival morris was a surprise to me and I
think to many others who attended the lecture.
She has allowed me to quote parts of her
published papers – so here is a short summary
of what she has found.
And maybe at a
Sidmouth in the future….
Platt Bridge at Dancing England 2017:

Girls’ morris dancing—sometimes called ‘fluffy’
Photo Lucy Wright
or ‘carnival’ morris dancing—is a highly
competitive team dance from the North West of England, which shares a name, but little
else at first glance, with the better-known morris traditions performed across the UK. It is
rarely showcased at folk events or festivals. Many first-time witnesses liken it to modern
Irish stepdance or mistake it for that American import, cheerleading.
However, girls’ morris dancing has a long and under-recognised history, arguably traceable
at least as far back as the 1860s. It was integral to the popular town carnival movement—
often performed alongside North West morris sides—until the 1990s when the
performances moved indoors, leaving the street parade and civic recreational ground for
the more reliable environments of sports halls and community centres. The Morris dancing
historian, Roy Dommett, described the performance as ‘heir to the richest of the English
dance traditions’. However, despite an estimated 8000 girls and women involved, this
modern tradition is now rarely seen in public.

Greenfield Morris Dancers - unknown date and St Anne’s R.C. Morris Dancers, Ormskirk
(1905): thanks to Duncan Broomhead, Morris Ring Archivist

One possible explanation for the historically uneasy relationship of girls’ carnival morris
dancing to the wider English folk movement may be its association with young female
performers. Although women’s participation in morris dancing no longer represents the
strongly contested issue it once was (see for example Morris Matters: Volume 1, No. 3
from 1978), it is widely recognised that the role of women and girls in the folk revival was
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overlooked in early folk dance scholarship, and distinctions between men’s and women’s
morris dancing continue to be upheld in some areas of the folk revival morris dancing
community.
Theresa Buckland hinted in the past that the relative participation of men, women and
children in performances termed ‘morris’ can be traced with reference to changing
attitudes about gender roles in social and public life. Lucy summarised what is currently
known of the history of girls’ carnival morris dancing, contrasting this with the changing
narratives of women’s increased participation in morris dancing. Some readers may have
seen Lucy’s exhibition ‘This Girl Can Morris Dance’ at Cecil Sharp House in London (2017),
borrowing her title from the then high-profile campaign, ‘This Girl Can,’ which aimed to
reduce the gender gap in womens’ sporting activities. Lucy was suggesting that we should
look again at girls’ carnival morris dancing, as a valid—and potentially transformational—
aspect of contemporary English folk dance.
Troupe dancing—also known as ‘entertaining’—is a very popular, competitive, urban
based, female-led formational dance lasting between five and ten minutes (exhausting!)
performed primarily in the North West of England to recorded tunes that may not be
immediately associated with traditional or contemporary folk music. This struck Lucy as
the most obvious departure from the larger part of the contemporary folk movement.
Demanding significant discipline and commitment to achieve the high levels of
synchronisation expected for a successful routine, participants demonstrate a strong sense
of community, frequently describing their teammates in terms that connote a familial
relationship. Troupes are divided for competitions by both age and ability; older girls
chaperone the younger ones. The age groups start from ‘Babies’ (preschool to year 1)
through ‘Dinkies’, ‘Tinies’ and Juniors up to Seniors, who are not age restricted.
Much of Lucy’s research was done on troupes in Staffordshire and Greater Manchester,
where she found the ‘troupe family’ being invoked at troupe dancing events, including End
of Season Championships and Family Night celebrations. She also found a crucial role
played by troupe families in providing a shared context for rites of passage such as births,
deaths and marriages. Appeals to the troupe family reflect the high status placed on
familial identities in the working-class communities of which troupe dancing is a part.
There may be issues with change in culture such as the places in which the dances were
traditionally - and are now - performed.
As part of her field work Lucy spent
some time with the Orcadia Morris
Dancers from Skelmersdale, West
Lancashire. She learnt much about
the background to making the
elaborate costumes involved - see
the picture for an example of the
costumes. With the move to indoor
venues the costumes have become
increasingly sequined to catch the
lights.
The dancers can stay
involved
for
many years, even after
Orcadia Juniors Photo: Lucy Wright
they have stopped actively dancing
they will take over other ‘family’ roles such as teaching or chaperoning the younger girls.
Each year the troupe rehearse a new routine and revamp their costumes. The different
age groups also may wear different costumes although there may be a common theme
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across them. Appearance is paramount – uniformity among the performers is a major
criterion and many hours go into getting ready for the competitions.
Lucy went ‘behind-the-scenes’ at a
morris dancing competition: the End of
Season championships of the English
Town
and
Country
Carnival
Organisation
(E.T.A.C.C.O),
held
annually
in
Southport,
which
demonstrated the place for girls’ morris
dancing within a wider community of
carnival troupe performance, including
‘entertaining’ and ‘jazz’ marching
(kazoo) bands. These End of Season
championships
still
run
across
Lancashire, Merseyside and North Wales.

Goostrey Morris Dancers (circa. 1923-25):
thanks to Duncan Broomhead, Morris Ring
Archivist

What came out strongly in her research
was how prevalent these troupes were
even before the first world war, putting paid to the oft-cited view that women and girls
came into the morris after the heavy losses of men in the war. There were mixed teams
through the first half of the twentieth century and some of these mixed-gender troupes
such as The Lower Withington Senior Morris Dance Troupe, from Cheshire, were still
competing against all-female teams
during the 1950s while Goostrey Morris
continued up to the 1960s.
As for the American cheerleading culture
- the ‘pom poms’ or shakers seen in the
Morris Ring’s archive photos of our North
West carnival morris precede that by
several decades!
Beth Neill
September 2018
References:

1958 Rose Day at Lower Withington; thanks
to Duncan Broomhead, Morris Ring Archivist

Wright, L (2017) ‘Girls’ Carnival Morris Dancing and Contemporary Folk Dance
Scholarship’, Folklore, 128(1), 157–174
Wright, L (2017) ‘Making Traditions: Girls’ Carnival Morris Dancing and Material Practice’,
Yearbook for Traditional Music, 49(1), 26–48
Wright, L (2019) ‘“What a Troupe Family Does”: Family as Transmission Narrative in the
British Carnival Troupe Dancing Community’, Dance Research Journal (ref tbc)
Wright, L (2018) ‘Girls’ Carnival Morris Dancing and the Politics of Participation’ in, The
Histories of the Morris in Britain, Vaughan Williams Memorial Library Press, 295–312
www.artistic-researcher.co.uk – Lucy’s web site
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Alan Barber, the Foreman who gave us Skirmish
I was prompted to write this article after coming across the following in “A Phoenix
Emerges” in Morris Matters Volume 37 No. 1 (January 2018). “Often a good chorus is
invented and promptly adopted widely………….or the ‘Three Musketeers’ or ‘Skirmish’ figure
which was attributed by Roy Dommett to Wheatsheaf Morris Men in the 1980s (?) and is
now included as a chorus by numerous teams even beyond the UK” I presume that this
assertion came from Dommett’s “More New Morris – Stick Dances” in Morris Matters
Volume 4 No. 4 (1981). I felt that it was time to dispel the question mark in the above
quote.
The Skirmish chorus did indeed come from the Wheatsheaf Morris Men; I was in the
practice hall when our foreman, Alan Barber introduced the dance to us, only it wasn’t
called Skirmish, or The Three Musketeers – we knew it as Ducklington Brighton Camp. It
is interesting that in Dommett’s 1981 article he mentions it was usually danced to
“Brighton Camp or Young Collins”. I joined the Wheatsheaf Morris Men in September
1973 and at that time the Foreman was Bernie Elkin but soon everyone was excited that
our previous foreman, who had left us for Blackheath, was about to return. He did and
was duly re-elected Foreman at the next AGM.
Wheatsheaf Morris Men formed in 1971 when a group of Woodcraft Folk decided it would
be a good idea to start a Morris side. However, no one really knew much about Morris
dancing so someone who taught at Crofton Park School knew a teacher who used to dance
with Hammersmith Morris Men. That person was Alan Barber who agreed to come along
and teach them how to Morris dance. At some point he left to teach Blackheath Morris.
Rumour has it that it was he who turned them from the Foot and Death Morris that used
to dance Cotswold in clogs into a proper Morris side. He then returned to Wheatsheaf
shortly after I had joined. I do not know the details, but the story that went round was
that he found Blackheath too unruly (never, I hear you cry!) and the last straw was when
a fight broke out in a public dance between two of the Lewis brothers. Whatever the truth
of the matter, Blackheath’s loss was Wheatsheaf’s gain, because Alan was not only a very
talented and inventive foreman, he was an excellent dancer too.
Alan Barber dancing
Old Taylor
(Ducklington) in
1977 during Nine
Daies Wonder
Photo: Nick Bacon

It was not long before he introduced us to Ducklington, as a tradition. At that time, no
side in London seemed to dance that tradition. Alan went to the original sources and came
back with his version of the Ducklington tradition, which is still my favourite way of dancing
it. His version did not include galleys and had a very distinctive upright caper, which
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differs markedly from all the other versions I have seen. Shortly after this Roy Dommett
gave an instructional of his reconstructed version of Ducklington (which I seem to
remember was in Brixton, at St Matthews Church). Alan spoke with him afterwards about
the differences between the two interpretations and, as you would expect Roy was very
complimentary; said there was no correct way of dancing it and that all interpretations
were equally valid.
Anyway, there were no collected Ducklington stick dances and this was the spur for Alan
to invent and teach Ducklington Brighton Camp which introduced the ‘Skirmish’ chorus to
the world of Morris. We all liked the dance and it became an important part of our
repertoire. This must have been sometime between 1974 and 1976, rather than the 1980s
mentioned above.
I left Wheatsheaf in 1980 when I moved to Norwich and started
dancing first with Kemp’s Men and then later with Golden Star. It was sometime in the
1980s at a weekend of dance somewhere that I was very surprised to see another side
dance the Ducklington Brighton Camp chorus, only it was danced to a different tune and
in the style of Bledington. I wish I had asked them where they got the dance from. It
was not long before I saw it again, this time as a Fieldtown dance and after that it seemed
to spread like wildfire – I suspect spread by Roy Dommett at Instructionals.
Golden Star has come up with a version danced in the style of Roy’s own tradition, Juniper
Hill, where the set changes orientation before unleashing the chorus.
However, my
favourite version is Kemp’s Men’s Kett’s Rebellion which is danced in their own style as a
Norwich-upon-Wensum dance with a wonderful tune. This version has a cast and cross
over rather than a hey. It is interesting to see the number of variations that have occurred,
as the chorus has spread around the country and been absorbed and changed into various
styles. This is a great compliment for Alan Barber.
Alan was also responsible for the Wheatsheaf style of Bidford, again sourced and
constructed from the original notes. Apart from when I taught this to Golden Star in the
early 1980s I have never seen Bidford danced this way again. It was a very satisfying
way to dance Bidford. Alan also came up with a Ducklington handkerchief dance to the
Coppers’ Song “Sportsmen Arouse”. I am afraid I do not remember it well enough to
reconstruct it. He also got us dancing Ducklington “Bonny Green Garters” with its leap-frog
hey. In this dance 1 and 2 (tops) leapt over 3 and 4 (middles) and immediately bent down
for 5 and 6 (bottoms) to leap over them and they bent down so that 3 and 4 (the middles,
now standing at the top of the set) leapt over them to complete the half hey and reverse
the set. This was then repeated (starting at the bottom) to complete the whole hey and
was ended by everyone dancing two Furry Capers in place* (see the diagram on next page
if this seems somewhat confusing). It was a very exacting dance. I have occasionally
seen similar moves done by other sides, although I think this was a case of ‘simultaneous
invention’ rather than borrowing another dance. At present, the jig side I am in, Big Jigs,
dances a three-person Ducklington version of this.
Alan continued to dance and play with his ceilidh band, Ginger Beer Shindig, but at some
time in the 1980s became interested in Zen Buddhism. This led to him moving away to
join a group in Boulder Colorado and I lost touch with him. I do not think he continued to
dance in the States, however, his legacy lives on through the number of sides dancing
Skirmish.
Jonathan Hooton
December 2018
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*Bonny Green Garters Ducklington – Leapfrog Hey, danced to the B music. (Alan
Barber)
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In the original dances this
was danced by all 6 dancers
at once as a hey, after each
figure, i.e. the foot up,
rounds and side-step
rounds.
T = Original Top couple, i.e. 1 and 2
M = Original Middle couple, i.e. 3 and 4
B = Original Bottom couple i.e. 5 and 6

All 2 furry capers in position

Alan Barber in the "Nine Daies
Wonder" in 1977. This was the
re-enactment of Kemp's dance to
celebrate the Queen's Silver
Jubilee. Each side taking part
danced a five mile stretch and
passed on a vellum scroll, in an
aluminium
tube,
that
was
presented to the first team (Beaux
of London City) outside the
Guildhall by the Lord Mayor of
London and then passed in relay
until it was presented to the Lord
Mayor of Norwich in Chapelfield
Gardens in Norwich, four and half
days later.
Wheatsheaf Morris
danced the five miles into
Halstead in Essex - the photo is of
them dancing down the hill.
Alan is in his fool’s kit holding the
scroll.

Photo: Nick Bacon
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1911 and All That! Thoughts on Salisbury’s Morris Dancers
Back in 1983, English Dance & Song published my very first article of note on Morris dance
research – this time, related to the cathedral city of Salisbury1. Visitors to the place and
its wonderful museum will realise that you can’t treat the subject without referencing the
12-feet high carnival giant and the hobby horse which they accompany. In retrospect,
what the item lacked was evaluating the morris dancers taking part – as its potential never
occurred to me at that time – nor had I the ready resources by which to exploit them if it
had! This article attempts to isolate the dancers, keeping mention of the other pageant
figures to a minimum – an impossible task! The trick is to identify the pageant’s
participants and qualify them in terms of family and/or work relationships.
Why 1911? Thanks to newspapers of the day, we have the best information of dance in
Salisbury at that time – before the wiles of the English Folk Dance Society (EFDS) were to
have any significant effect. Couple that with photographs and peripheral information going
back in time as necessary2, and hopefully, the picture emerging will be as complete as can
be, recognising it will fall short of anything danceable in future.
Just a quick synopsis for anyone unfamiliar with the topic, the Salisbury morris dancers
were part of a pageant which was celebrated on days of national rejoicing, such as jubilees,
coronations and peace thanksgivings.3 The central character was (originally) a 14-feet 4
high carnival giant dubbed St Christopher, plus a hobby horse character named Hobnob.
The giant, his regalia and Hobnob formerly belonged to the Guild of Merchant Tailors but
were, on its demise, bought by the city in the 1870s. Whatever ‘dancing’ was involved,
the morris evolved over the years from 1842-1911, as it must have done beforehand.
The earliest reference to the premise of Morris seems to be 1564, when a Gregory Clark
had ‘the keeping of the five morris coats with twenty dozen myllan bells for … twelve years’
adding a requirement for him to deliver them when required for use. Little useful
information is retrievable over the next 300 years other than to confirm or query whether
dancing was still extant, how many dancers might be involved, the nature of the characters
portrayed, and the troupe’s position in the procession. But let’s now fast forward to 1842
and the Royal Christening, when the custom was seemingly revived after missing out on
the coronations of William IV in 1832 and Victoria in 1838 although both giant and Hobnob
were prominent.
In 1842, the newspaper accounts acknowledge participation by the morris dancers and a
band of musicians which follow Giant and Hobnob, but say nothing else. In 1849, a lengthy
poem by Miss F Child - ‘A Spinster at Home in the Close of Salisbury’ - described the scene
going past her house in the cathedral close, presumably seven years earlier in the ensuing
stanza (the ‘him’ in the first line, is the Giant, of course):
‘… one drummer precedes him, who, amidst the hubbub,
beats in good time a loud rub-a-dub;
Maid Marion, likewise, with her morrice-bells dances,
and certainly makes somewhat forward advances
to those lads who surround her, enjoying the rout
of the drum, and shrill bells, joyous laugh and loud shout …’
1

English Dance and Song Volume 43 Number.3 (Autumn/Winter 1983)
Thanks to Swindon & Wiltshire Archive Office records
3
See George’s earlier article in Morris Matters Volume 22, Number 1 (2003) ‘Riding The George in Salisbury’
4
Originally 14 feet high but, when Salisbury council (or whoever) bought him and installed him in the museum
(then) in St Ann Street, they had to lower him by 2 feet to accommodate him/get him into the building.
2
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The
illustration
accompanying this
gives clues to the
team’s composition,
but no corroborative
evidence confirms it.
Three adult dancers
and
a
‘boy’
accompany a female
Marion, each clad
with large bells on
their costumes. One
needs to be wary in
jumping
to
conclusions. We can
assume that ‘the
1856 procession
lads who surround
her’ are the morris dancers – for if not, who are they? One dancer is either a dwarf or a
child. That then would confirm a team of five, including the seemingly female maid. Was
a five-hand reel known elsewhere in central southern England part of this?
Two ‘sets’ of morris dancers are indicated at the 1856 celebration. The newspaper review
in May that year lists Hobnob clearing the way for the trumpeter, a banner, then the first
troupe of dancers ‘in grotesque costumes and movements.’ They preceded the Giant and
his attendants, brass band, Oddfellows lodges, the Goat Club, Foresters, then a second
troupe of morris dancers, second band, then the civic leaders. A lithograph in the museum
‘composed by Walter F Tiffin from photographic prints taken by E Whitlock’ depicts the
procession arriving in the market square with one troupe wearing smocks with ruffles
round the neck and light-coloured pyramidal hats, each of whom carry at least one stick.
Four dancers are clearly visible dancing in pairs: one carrying the stick in his left hand,
the other in his right. The pair on the left appear to have a woman dancing with them, but
not necessarily so with the pair towards the centre of the picture. Although unreliable and
pleading for the days when modern photography became prevalent, this is the only known
clue we have available to the dance, corroborated as the review clearly states that two
separate troupes were involved that year. The illustration at least matches the newspaper
account as sashed Oddfellows officers stand not too distantly as a unit behind the leading
troupe.
What about anything else from years prior to 1911? Sadly, no names of dancers appear
in comparative reviews 1856-1902, with only those of the people who made the
arrangements for the giant to appear from 1893 onwards. The evolutions of the dancers
need to be interpreted from the descriptions given. In 1902, they ‘swirled round and round
in a fantastic jig’. In 1897, they ‘capered vigorously’ and their ‘gambols were provocative
of … mirth …’ Their purpose in 1893 was as ‘grotesquely attired (they) entertained the
company and tested the generosity of onlookers by appealing to them to put superfluous
coins in St Christopher’s alms box, the contents of which were afterward divided amongst
his faithful followers.’ The 1887 account commented how ‘their gambols, pranks and
mummery caused not a little amusement’ adding elsewhere that Messrs Carter & Son of
Fisherton equipped them. The 1863 and 1872 perambulations acknowledge their presence,
which brings us round to the celebrations following the Crimean War already noted.
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So now to 1911. The newspaper review of festivities which mark the coronation of
George V gives us the names of the six dancers thus: (women) A Hart, H Dimmer, W
Morris (men) S Ford, H Lodge, J Gray. The drummer was H Bungay; Messrs F Huggins and
G Camfield played pipes. Other members of the party comprised H Trusler (sword-bearer),
H Johnson (mace-bearer), G Garrett (pincushion-bearer), and G Fleming, C Coombs, W
Burden and H Hosier were almsbox carriers, with G Norton and S Offer as refreshment
men. There were also two Red Indians played by P L Dear and L A Dear in complete
costume and warpaint who “attracted much attention”. The only relevant detail to append
occurs in a later news item relating “probably from ten to twelve pounds was saved out of
the funds, owing to the gifts of the drapers for the dresses for the Morris dancers, the new
dress for the Giant and so forth”.
To date, only two useful photographs have
survived of the giant in procession: one
showing it toppled over in Fisherton Street,
presumably blown over in the wind; the second,
the procession entering Bridge Street from High
Street, with the giant centre-left accompanied
by his sword-, mace- and pincushion-bearers,
one almsbox collector, a bespectacled bass
drummer, and two fife players. In front of these
was a morris ‘man’ and ‘woman’, and to the left
of the ‘woman’ are the two ‘injuns’, the
remaining four morris dancers being mostly out
of shot.

Toppled Giant 1911

A retrospective effort was made by
Salisbury Museum in 1953 to find as
much about the 1911 Morris as
possible, as from the 1919 children’s
peace pageant after the Great War
onwards all continuity was lost. In
June 1953, the White Horse Morris
Men took part in the coronation
celebrations, and in April that year the
‘Salisbury Journal’ reported that the
museum secretary Miss Isobel Mary
‘Molly’ Dawes (1912-2006) had ‘found
the old folk dance tune peculiar to
Salisbury, and although no-one can
remember (its) steps, … the morris
men will execute a specially-adapted
Procession of Giant 1911
dance to the tune played on accordion
and fiddle.’ Despite my own continuing efforts via the museum, White Horse archives (held
at the Wiltshire & Swindon archives in Chippenham), Miss Dawes’ source has yet to be
identified. The tune is an unremarkable version of ‘The Oyster Girl’, also known locally for
country dancing in Alvediston upon Cranborne Chase, and the melody of the second figure
of the ‘Claim Rights’ dance used today at Great Wishford (played slowly there to allow for
its figures and certainly not as a procession). One grumble came in the museum’s annual
report saying: ‘only Salisbury’s traditional men-women were lacking (in the 1953 parade)’.
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Roy Dommett also made enquiries, and in a letter to myself dated August 1988, wrote:
“my contact (was) … the supervisor of the Cathedral Close car parks who stated that he
was the last survivor of the family who claimed the right to carry the giant. As his family
did not supply dancers or musicians, his information on the dance was rather general. An
attempt was made to trace informants via the press and through contacting people at
addresses with family names from the newspaper accounts as given in the current voters’
lists. This failed, as had a similar exercise ten years before for the Corporation by the
assistant curator…”.
However, speaking at a workshop six years earlier, Roy also stated: “because … they would
turn out on average once every seven years, they (the dancers) had a processional tune
… They would arrange one dance each time they went out, and the dance would be
organised … they used to get the people together and organise a six-handed dance for
them to do … They would regularly have three dressed as men and three dressed as
women (wearing) crinolines. Except for the last time they went out (in 1911), there were
two men, two women and two Red Indians! And they didn’t actually dance like that: manwoman, man-woman’ Red Indian-Red Indian – in other words, all possible combinations.”
The newspaper account clearly names three men and three more dressed as women, with
the addition of the two (named) Red Indians featured in the processional photograph. I
would therefore query Roy’s assessment that the sons of Sitting Bull were part of the
morris team based on this evidence. The photograph itself is little help, as it shows both
Indians, and man-woman and one-and-a-half men (the trailing leg of the second man is
just visible in the photo in the 2007 museum guidebook). All walking, no-one dancing. The
Red Indians are missing in the assembly’s posed photograph.
So, are there any independent witnesses? Wiltshire countryman and journalist Ralph
Whitlock (1914-95) writing in his ‘The Folklore of Wiltshire’ published in 1976 recalls one
procession ‘as a schoolboy’ (i.e. either in 1919 or 1927) when no adult morris dancers
participated. However, he defers to folklorist and school teacher Jean Morrison (19122006) who relates: ‘while the bearers of the Giant refreshed themselves (in a pub) the
Morris dancers became the centre of attention, dancing to traditional tunes, three dressed
as men, and three as women, and one as a fool … The procession continued on its way,
perhaps a little less steadily. And all the way, the two flautists played old tunes, which
were half-drowned by the heavy thud of the drum …’ Once more, whilst her description
resonates with the 1911 newspaper account which cites two flautists and the six dancers,
her inclusion of a fool seems coalesced with South Midlands morris, especially as her
birthdate is later than the scene
portrayed. It also explains Roy’s
assertion that a dance was
‘worked up’, used only when the
procession halted. One elephant in
that particular room is, how would
she know (given that she was born
a year after the scene depicted)?
The 1911 census gives us no idea
as to any obvious commonality of
peer
group,
residence
or
occupation of the dancers. Was
the confraternity of the giant’s
entourage thespians or some
other club? Outwardly, it seems

Posed photograph 1911
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that no-one was a shop owner or artisan, and not all lived in the town either. The posed
photograph for 1911 suggests a team of dancers aged 50 years or less, none particularly
youthful: pipers George Camfield (1867-1935), a paper-hanger of Exeter Street, and
Francis Huggins (1864-1951) a weaver from Quidhampton; drummer Harry Bungay
(1862-1933), a house painter of Winchester Street; and dancers Arthur Hart (1868-1948),
a cattle drover of St Ann Street, Herbert Dimmer (1881-1970), a milk cart driver of
Bishopstone, Samuel Ford (1871-1955), a carter on a farm of Laverstock, Herbert Lodge
(1878-1932), a carriage painter of St Martin’s Street, (alternatively, Harry Lodge [18631934], a carter of Fisherton), and James Gray (1871-1945), a domestic gardener of
Fisherton Street. The eldest dancer was 42 years old and the youngest 29 years.
Roy also seemed to suggest that due to the seeming regularity, the dancers went out
(‘once every seven years’), their performance would be
‘organised’. This might infer the same people were involved.
High resolution analysis of the posed assembly photographs
from 1887-1911 would be useful to compare all participants
(but lacking on this occasion, and helpful only if names could
be attached). The idea is supported by the name of the
giant’s mace-bearer in 1911, H Johnson. The moustachioed
figure in the posed photograph for 1911, although 18 years
older, is the same Henry Johnson that took part as a dancer
in the 1893 procession, known only as he donated his
costume to the Salisbury & South Wiltshire Museum where
it is now on display. The tunic is a rather ornate affair, with
striped knee breeches, a ruff around the neck, and a white
beany hat (but a different hat in the posed photographs).
Johnson (1853-1925) was born at Compton Chamberlayne,
Henry Johnson's costume:
just outside the city and recorded as a hay trusser working
1893
for a corn merchant, living in Paynes Hill (Culver Street)
through the ‘dancing’ years 1872-1911. However, the 1893 costume, compared to those
worn portrayed in 1887-1911, clearly shows that new ones were created per procession.
Can we learn anything from the 1919 Peace celebration following the devastation of the
Great War? The morris dancers that year were children. I have no intention to speculate
on the mode of dance of the juveniles, especially as, by that time the agendas of the EFDS,
Esperance Club, Guild of Play, legacy of Louis N Parker’s series of national pageants, plus
the sundry designs of dance instructors might all be factors. What could be significant is
the continued involvement of families in such celebrations, as the Grays, Dears and Lodges
are represented. Roy’s allusion of ‘tradition’, albeit within these families, being key to
maintaining the dance may yet hold water.
So, what else might be achieved? Even with Henry Johnson who was born in 1853, there
is no certainty in establishing his place of demise – apart from being outside Wiltshire.
There’s a chance that studies of newspaper obituaries 1932-70 may yield clues to the
dancers’ interests. Experience shows that fruitful searches may cover the earlier period,
but not the more recent. Roy never specified his methodology from a family history
perspective, other than he made the effort. I fear this may be the last analysis achievable.
Let’s pray not!
George Frampton
December 2018
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Normal for Norfolk –The Kitwitches at the Globe
“In Christmas time, and especially on plough Monday, several Men dresse themselves in
Womens Close and goes from House to House a Dancing along with fiddles” so the entry
in the Arderon papers at the Norfolk Record Office reads. It dates from the mid 18th
century. This was the inspiration behind the formation of the Norwich Kitwitches Molly
side. Like many of the traditional sides we do not start practising until November and only
dance out in December and January. Being a 21st century molly side, we are mixed and
therefore the women have to dress as men, dressed as women.
Perhaps it was this fact that
led Andrew Logan to ask us
to dance in the 2018
Alternative
Miss
World
contest whilst the judges
were making up their mind
as
to
which
of
the
contestants had won the
coveted crown. This was
the reason why we broke
with tradition to dance in
October on stage at the
Globe.
It was combined
with dancing on the South
Bank and outside the Globe
as
the
audience
was
entering. Luckily it was fine
weather. We stood at the
side of the stage for most of
the
show
and
our
pantomime dame outfits,
wigs and make-up did not
look out of place amongst
an audience of alternative
Londoners.

Kitwitches dance ‘The Special’ at the Globe
Photo: Jez Benstock

We had been asked to provide ten minutes entertainment at the final interval before the
winner was to be crowned Alternative Miss World 2018. There was time for two dances
and the stage at the Globe was large enough for two sets as well as the musicians. We
started with the traditional Comberton Molly dance ‘The Special’ published by Cyril
Papworth. It is a linked handkerchief dance but instead of handkerchiefs the Kitwitches
have always used bras which seemed very appropriate for that evening. We have also
added a final figure – the lock – similar to Rapper sides, but with underwear instead of
swords and inspired by the Ilmington ‘Maid of the Mill’ dance. It was well received and we
finished off with one of our own Norwich dances, ‘The Witch’ with its now, fairly traditional
zombie ending. It was a rare but thoroughly enjoyable outing to the capital, but now we
need to prepare ourselves for Plough Monday and the winter weather in Norfolk.
Jonathan Hooton
December 2018
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The Collapse of Effervescence
The atmosphere is tense. Twenty of us sit in the same hall that we regularly practise in,
but, and rather symbolic of the unusual circumstances that we are meeting under, in a
different room than usual. ‘Extraordinary General Meeting’… ‘Extra-ordinary General
Meeting’… ‘Ex-traor-dinary General Meeting’… The words echo around my head as
everybody is slowly getting seated. What a fantastically ridiculous term! When somebody
suggested an EGM I’d assumed they were referring to an Emergency General Meeting. But
no, here we are. Why? To discuss an emergency. The more I thought about it though, the
more that ‘extraordinary’ started to fit. The team - Seven Champions Molly Dancers - was
founded coming up to 40 years ago; apart from the one (unrelated) schism and
subsequent five-year break-up that it caused, all up to now had run pretty smoothly. For
the eight years that I had been involved the most extraordinary occurrence had been one
of the dancers accidentally crushing a member of the public whilst dancing over them…
Much more amicable.
Once seated and addressed, a chairman is elected and the meeting begins. With an
abnormal air of formality, we fly through points 1-4 on the agenda. To put it frankly,
nobody really cares. Our collective consciousness is distracted by the imminent arrival of
point number 5, awkwardly lingering but glaringly obvious on each member’s handout:
5. – Blacking
Each member individually takes their stand, a timed, uninterrupted, three- minute slot, to
justify and persuade their point of view to the others. When the hour is up, the ‘Blaxit’
votes are anonymously cast and counted.
I’d love to say that those
few precious moments
before the decision was
declared and the team
formally divided were
blissful, but they were
not. Even before the
meeting had begun, the
vast majority had picked
and
vocalised
their
chosen side, and the
collective
memory
of
months
of
vicious
Facebook arguments still
stung in, at least my own,
grey matter.
” Nine against change …
11 for. Looks like we are
no longer a fully black faced team. Case closed, as agreed, for the next three years.”
(Chairman) As soon as the decision is in, John (pseudonyms used throughout) stands and
discloses his true motive for voting not to change. For him, underlying the whole debate
had been the knowledge that another member would leave the team if we did not change.
“For me this was never about the blacking, but I will no longer dance with him. He is toxic
to the team, violent and abusive… It is him that leaves, or it will be me.”
Seven Champions ca 2012; photo Tracey Rose
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Another vocalises his agreement and one or two nod. An unbearable few moments of silent
awkwardness ensues. The dancer called into question, Gareth, had been one of the first
to attach themselves strongly to the ‘pro-change’ side, wagering his membership on the
outcome. He apologises and asks for a second chance. A 15-minute interval is called. When
we resume, it is agreed by the majority that people deserve a second chance; but the
person who called him out leaves with his wife and later they both post their resignation.
Another four follow, they however have based their resignation on the decision to no longer
fully cover the face in black face paint whilst we dance.
I think it is fair to say that John’s verbal attack on Gareth took almost everybody by
surprise. Before this debate had come into question, such negative feelings had gone
relatively unspoken of between the group as a whole; they had been surreptitiously
internalised for the sake of the dancing. Regardless of who people are out of set, all that
matters is that they can dance and connect whilst in set. But why did tensions rise so
high? Why were such strong feelings attached to something so arguably insignificant as
face paint? When I talk to people outside of the team or tradition about this, these are the
most common questions that I am faced with.
It’s 7.48 on a Tuesday night. I’m
sitting in The Bell & Jorrocks pub in
Frittenden, ale on table, waiting
for Finn. I’ve been here around 25
minutes, waiting. Looking around,
not much has changed in the year
that it must have been since I’ve
been to our old practice venue.
Slightly achy from the hour drive I
stretch out a sigh of relief that
we’ve moved closer to Canterbury.
In all honesty I’m ever so slightly
nervous, less so than on the
journey here but ever so slightly
nervous nonetheless. I know Finn
fairly well, I danced with him for a
few years before he left. I feel like
Seven Champions December 2016;
I remember getting on well with
photo Malcolm Trigg
him, but I did not fight on his side
of the debate, and I did not fight hard for him to stay when he left. A call from my girlfriend
moves me outside and I almost bump into him on the way out… Sods law of timings.
Instantly I realise that my anxiety has been pointless. We get chatting and three hours fly
by until the pub closes and we go our separate ways.
Listening to Finn unravel his past is fascinating; both in terms of what he has to say and
the fact that, despite seeing him almost once a week for the best part of two years, I know
very little about him. In the second hour our conversation veers closer towards what I
came here to talk about: blacking. Finn practises elements of Paganism. For him, the
relationship between dance and ritual is more closely acknowledged than any of the other
members I interviewed. Finn has danced with several teams, encompassing a variety of
traditions and styles, but something about The Seven Champions Molly Dancers just blew
him away...
“Wow!”
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He was captivated. The style was unlike anything he’d seen before, and the face…? The
face was mystifying; weird and creepy, yet otherworldly. That was his impression from
the first time he saw the team in the late 1990s. He joined over a decade later. He had
already danced with a border team that ‘black-up’, but with the Champs it was different.
The almost trance like state that choreographed dancing puts you into was different with
Champs… a different kind of energy. The team is full of strict rules that act to visually
duplicate its members: same kit, same identical stance when not dancing, no smiling –
completely straight facial expressions… same face. Why black?
“It absorbs the most light and therefore works as the best facial disguise.”
Is it like minstrelling?
“Bullshit! Not in the slightest! It’s just a mask that allows you to become something else…”
Why not change the colour?
“There is no real evidence that it offends people, and to change would break solidarity
with, and declare guilty, other teams who have not changed…”
Later..
My father and I sit in our kitchen, drinking tea. We’ve had this discussion several times
before, but never with pen and paper. He is the only original founding member left in the
team and has been dancing for the best part of 35 years, black-faced. Despite this he was
one of five who declared they would leave the team if we did not change the practice. Why
change? Why now?
“The world is a different place now. We started doing this in the seventies because it looked
good, it worked, it aided the performance both internally and externally… But we are not
a traditional team, we never have been. We bastardised the little that we knew of Molly
and made it our own. We have always aimed to be radical and open to change, and if
blacking-up risks causing offence by being perceived as racist, and therefore limits our
audience… What’s the point? Let’s change.”
Dancing the same motions with other people connects you; you dance to the same music
in the same space with a shared common goal, in the case of Champs the goal externalised
is to impress and entertain. When my father was asked by a friend in 1977 to join The
Seven Champions Molly Dancers his response was “What is the purpose of it?” – the reply
he got: “To be the best dance team in the world!”.
When we practise, when we plan, when we discuss, even when we criticise other members
for mistakes or rule breaking, the explicit fundamental goal is to be the best and impress
the rest. But on a personal level, on an individual level, whatever we feel goes unspoken.
It is internalised. For me, when I’m standing in set and the music starts to play, my mind
goes blank, my head clears entirely, sometimes terrifyingly so… But in a way that is like
no other… The steps, the figures, the choruses are so ingrained into my muscles and my
subconscious that there is not just no need to think, there is almost no way of thinking
without risking making a mistake – stepping out of time, turning the wrong way, forgetting
the finer precision points… When my cue comes my body steps but it is almost as if my
mind is left behind, a mere passenger to a pre-programmed body… Watching, enjoying,
being… but almost never thinking.
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Jonathan Skinner
documents
a
similar
insight
from
an
interviewee
describing
the
free
state
of
‘nirvana’
she
reaches
from
Salsa
dancing…
where “you just
go
with
the
moment
and
there isn’t any
past,
present,
future type of
thing”.1 The same
Seven Champions in February 2017: photo James Child
is
so
with
Champs, but more so I would say due to being part of a team; and not just a group of
people doing the same thing but a 4, 6, 8 or 10 fold group of near-identical extensions of
yourself – wearing the EXACT same kit (bar one – the Molly). And – here’s the important
bit… the final cog in the machine… the pip to the whistle… that final crash symbol at the
end of the song… the final unifier that allows complete and total transformative
disembodiment – the same face.
The team is strict, but this is why… The feeling you get, the energy that fills and redefines
you, not just from the applause when it goes right but from completely losing yourself to
a perfectly unified sea of virtual others, perfectly in time with you without any of you
having to consciously think about it, is INCREDIBLE! However, just one mistake, from one
person, and the illusion shatters… often for everybody. The mind snaps back into action
and starts working at double speed to rectify the mistake and correct the dance.
Strict unity is important to getting that feeling. Inviting someone into the team who could
ruin that feeling is a risk… But questioning a fundamental part of the kit that facilitates
that feeling is, and evidently was, an even bigger risk. It risks throwing the whole unified
balance into disarray; having to find another option led to disagreement. Preferences not
shared, which when acknowledged, took away the team’s unity – suddenly we were
different, even though we had always looked the same.
The team is not a team of identical people, far from it. The age range varies from 21 to
60; professions vary; size and fitness vary; political views vary (although they often go
unspoken of for that reason); religious beliefs vary… But when in set, about to dance, all
differences need to be forgotten to achieve that feeling of effervescent unity and
subsequent blissful disembodiment. A schism such as this brought to light a number of
things: power structures were more heavily analysed, stubbornness was more
acknowledged – a team once capable of achieving unity, if only for a few minutes, lost the
power to do so… Our effervescence collapsed… And it is only from those who felt strongly
about not changing leaving, that it has started to regain that power.
Aims and Motivations
My original motivation for focusing on The Seven Champions Molly Dancers stemmed from
a personal perceived need to document what has happened within the team, and within
the Morris/Folk community at large. Every team that practises ‘blacking-up’ has been
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affected by the recent media attention on the practice, at the very least partially by being
its subject. I also saw the opportunity to personally analyse something, dancing with The
Seven Champions (‘Champs’), that I have been doing since the age of 13 without ever
giving much thought to. A keen interest in ritual, and the notion of ‘collective
effervescence’ in particular, drove me to study the Champs to see how well the fallout
within the team can be explained in relation to this notion.
Choreographed Dance as Art
I personally do not feel that much is needed to be said about whether dance is an art form.
If Art is something which has “semantic and/or aesthetic attributes (but in most cases
both) that are used for presentational or representational attributes”,2 then choreographed
dance is Art: it has intentional aesthetic presentational qualities, and most often an
intended effect on the recipient/audience through its performative qualities. Or if we take
Gell’s eclectic approach that views art objects as possessing agency, through abduction of
the artists agency, that subsequently trigger a response via abduction in the
viewer/recipient, meaning that: “… anything whatsoever could, conceivably, be an art
object…”.3 Either way choreographed dance is Art. In my opinion, anything can be
perceived of as Art as long as the perceiver perceives it as Art. Simplistic it may sound,
but what is Art to one person may not be to another and is almost undeniably not Art to
everybody; and with nobody to perceive it, it cannot be Art – as clichéd as it may be,
‘Beauty is in the eye of the beholder’.
Assuming then that the dancing of the Champs is an art form, more context is needed to
understand the debate around blacking. Svasek’s insights around transit and, in particular,
transition are particularly applicable to this situation. Svasek expands on Gell’s concept of
art having agency by calling for a ‘processual relativistic’ approach that takes into account
the way that art can increase or diminish in value, via a number of different mechanisms 4.
She writes that “When the values of the society where [art objects] are located undergo
transitions, they can become entangled with natural and international political or religious
issues”.4 In relation to the Champs, I feel that this extract is rather illuminative. In the
1970s when the team was started, the political correctness of ‘blacking-up’ was never
publicly questioned (as far as my interviewees could remember at least); it was viewed as
a tradition and the origin of it was never really important for it was not seen as offensive.
Now however, despite the fact that the team has not particularly changed in locality, British
society itself and elements of the views that define it have potentially changed. This has
manifested itself in outside pressure against the practice of ‘blacking-up’. To better
understand why this pressure had the effect it did on the team however, we must turn our
attention to the Anthropology of Ritual.
Dance as Ritual
Durkheim suggests that the power/force of religion has been misinterpreted as external,
assumed to arise from the sacred, when in fact it is generated by collective action (ritual)
and the subsequent feeling of collective effervescence.5 In specific relation to a ritual
performed by the Australian Aborigine Warramunga, Durkheim writes:
“Feeling himself dominated and carried away by some sort of an external power which
makes him think and act differently than in normal times, he naturally has the impression
of being himself no longer. It seems to him that he has become a new being: the
decorations he puts on and the masks that cover his face figure materially in this interior
transformation, and to a still greater extent, they aid in determining its nature.” 5
Although Durkheim’s focus is on religious ritual and mine is on dance, the same conceptual
reasoning applies. The use of kit/costume and face paint helps facilitate the wearer in
transforming themselves into another entity; but without the dance the transformation
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lacks purpose and is meaningless. Likewise, without the kit the dancing does not have the
same effect on the dancer or the audience. Within the team there is a strict rule regarding
the black face paint. It is only ever to be worn whilst in full kit during an event/day of
dancing; as soon as we have finished the last dance we rush to the nearest sink and each
wash it off, away from the public. If a member is caught still in full kit (or with just the
face paint on without the full rest of the kit) despite having had an opportunity to wash it
off and de-kit, they will be shouted at and shamed within the team. It is taken surprisingly
seriously. As a practice it is, to borrow from Durkheim’s definition of sacred things, ‘set
apart and forbidden’ outside of its use in the dancing.5
In this sense then, both the kit and the blacking have become sacred for the Champs.
They give each member the power to become a Seven Champion, which in turn gives the
team the power to unify together and experience collective effervescence. However,
questioning the integrity of a sacred element of the team, the blacking, led to
disagreement on both its political correctness and its necessity. This shattered the illusion
of unity within the team and previously ignored social cracks began to emerge.
Matthew Rose
7 April 2017
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Author’s Note: Initially I intended to interview more people than I did. Only one person from the
‘anti-change’ side of the debate, Finn, agreed to talk to me. This is a shame but does further
illuminate the strong feelings that this debate facilitated. I interviewed five members who were ‘prochange’, however their views all but echoed each other’s. Feelings were generally less strong, so I
decided to only include a fundamental extract from the interview with my father as his opinions on
the matter had been at the very root of the debate. The extract included, I feel, summarises the
main argument for change well and succinctly. Likewise, the section containing my interview with
Finn illustrates his views and the general ideology behind the ‘anti-change’ side of the debate well.
Editor’s note: thanks to Matt for allowing me to print the summary of his dissertation – interesting
to read it a little while after the original debate.

______________________________________________________________________
Discordant Comicals Book Release
After being badgered by Ben Jones for the last ten years or so, George Frampton finally
completed the second edition of his book charting Hoodening. ‘Discordant Comicals – an
East Kent Christmas Custom’, has been updated to include everything that’s hoodened
during the last 11 years since the first version. It was launched in December 2018 with a
performance of the St Nix hoodeners and can be obtained from Ozaru Books, Street
Acre, Shuart Lane, St Nicholas at Wade, Canterbury; priced £25 plus p&p.
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